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Nuuk Mandate and Charge from SAOs

Nuuk Declaration requested that the Task Force [and the AMAP expert group] 

continue its work by: 

“focusing on methane and tropospheric ozone, 

as well as further black carbon work where 

necessary and provide a report to the next 

Ministerial meeting in 2013.”
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Task Force delivered draft report for 

SAO consideration

• What we did in response to mandate to deliver this draft:

– Reviewed previous (2011) key recommendations 

– Worked with AMAP to provide appropriate scientific context

– Incorporated updated information on black carbon 

– Gathered detailed policy-relevant methane analyses 

– Articulated new key messages and recommendations

– Separated Arctic nation vs. Arctic Council recommendations

– Recommended future research 
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Task Force’s high-level messages 

for Council Nations

• Nations of the AC are well positioned to reduce black 

carbon and methane emissions

• Existing technologies and proven best practices are 

available 

• Nations have different policy options—regulatory 

and voluntary

• Measures that reduce methane and especially black 

carbon emissions provide significant health co-

benefits. 
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Task Force’s high-level messages for 

the Arctic Council

• The AC can 

– encourage the exchange and sharing of knowledge and data 

– facilitate collaboration and collective action

– incentivize sustained actions to reduce emissions 

• AC can also facilitate the pursuit of common objectives among 

Arctic nations to reduce short-lived climate forcers in 

collaboration with other int’l forums and Observer nations

• For science and policy reasons, AC is especially well suited to 

play a leadership role in addressing black carbon emissions. 
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Significance of AC black carbon & methane 

emissions for the Arctic climate

• Anthropogenic emissions of black carbon and methane in Arctic nations 

are significant for the Arctic climate relative to global emissions. 

• Without further action over the next few decades, AC anthropogenic 

methane emissions are projected to increase. 

• Current policies to reduce PM have reduced or are expected to reduce 

black carbon emissions, most significantly from diesel vehicles. However, 

without further action, emissions from several other sources may remain 

significant, or even increase. 
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There are significant opportunities to 

mitigate methane emissions

• Arctic nations can achieve significant methane mitigation to curtail 

the projected increase in these emissions over the next few 

decades. 

• Arctic nations are already participating in forums addressing 

methane emission reductions

• Arctic nations should be encouraged to carry out best practices 

identified in those forums for any Arctic operations. 
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Importance of black carbon emission 

inventories

• The Arctic nations should continue to improve, develop, and 

share black carbon emission inventories. 

• AC could play a role in synthesizing policy-relevant 

information from the national inventories (i.e., periodic 

“report cards”). 
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Additional black carbon mitigation 

opportunities

• Arctic nations can pursue further PM control options that 

reduce black carbon to ensure the overall downward trend in 

these emissions continues, and to prevent emission increases 

for certain sectors. 

– Diesel engines

– Residential wood and coal burning

– Marine shipping

– Agricultural burning

– Wildfires

– Gas flaring
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Other recommendations for Arctic Council 

to consider

• AC can facilitate a common “Arctic voice” among Council nations to 

pursue black carbon and methane reduction objectives through 

engagement with other int’l forums and Observer nations. 

• AC can request that Arctic nations submit periodic progress reports and 

action plans to measure indicators of success. 

• Arctic Environment Ministers noted AC could consider establishing a 

process to enhance efforts to reduce black carbon emissions. 

• AC has a role to play in raising awareness about the effects of short-lived 

climate forcers on the Arctic climate and, more broadly, about the need to 

avoid further Arctic climate change with cascading global effects. 

• AC should consider the linkages between efforts to reduce short-lived 

climate forcers and other work under the Arctic Council. 
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As we finalize report for Ministerial 

meeting

• Task Force considering developing additional, even shorter, version of 

draft report for Ministers.

• Task Force can submit a memo to Secretariat explaining any changes made 

between now and final delivery for Ministerial

• Accompanying technical support document can also be completed
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